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Textured yarns are great fun to play with, adding life 
and interest to your knitting. The following tips will 
help you get the best results. Start small until you are 
confident that the yarn selected will give the result 
you desire--scarves and wraps are great canvasses 
on which to paint with yarn and needles, and will give 
lots of information about the particular yarns. 

Texture will tend to predominate on the purl 1. 
side. Reverse stockinette (purl side out) or garter 
stitch will emphasize texture.
Textured yarns can be overwhelming visually. 2. 
Paired with smooth yarns, texture is allowed to 
shine and accent rather than take over. Stripes 
or simple pattern stitches show textured yarns to 
their best advantage.
Textured yarns may be visually and actually 3. 
thick, adding bulk to the wearer. Again, pairing 
a textured yarn with smoother yarn and planning  
placement carefully to avoid bulk where you don’t 
want it, will make a more attractive garment.

Swatch to learn the characteristics of any 4. 
particular yarn--if it is thick and spongy, it might 
be better as a jacket than a pullover. A loopy boucle 
might produce a thinner, airy fabric more suitable 
for a wrap or light cardigan than a jacket. The 
swatch hand is very important in determining what 
kind of garment would work. Matching gauge isn’t 
enough if you are substituting texture for smooth 
in a pattern--you need to know how it will behave. 
Yarn attributes:5.  How to recognize ‘em, how to 
fix ‘em: Textured yarns don’t knit like traditional 
plied yarns. Often they have characteristics that 
may not be desirable, but there are always ways 
to  counteract negatives with positives.

Yarn is limp.•	  Fix: try it doubled, or add 
another, firmer yarn, or kid mohair .
Yarn is harsh.•	  Fix: add something lofty, like 
kid mohair, or a soft nylon with hair--they will 
become what you feel next to your skin, while 
the harsher yarn will provide structure.
Yarn snags.•	  Fix: add a yarn with a furry 
texture, like kid mohair or fine nylon eyelash.
Yarn is stiff.•	  Fix: add something drapable, like 
knitted rayon ribbon or chainette.
Yarn won’t knit tightly enough. •	 Many boucles 
in particular are difficult to knit firmly. Try 
smaller needles--it would not be unusual to get 
4 1/2 sts/inch on a #4 or #5 needle with a loopy 
boucle--don’t be afraid to try smaller needles. 
Swatch to get the hand that you like. 

One row stripes are a great tool.6.  It’s easy to 
work three different yarns in one row stripes 
without cutting and weaving in ends. There are 
many advantages: a highly textured yarn can 
be calmed with quieter yarns; a dear yarn can  
be stretched with something less expensive; 
different gauge yarns can be successfully used 
together, since they are consistent throughout the 
fabric; and combining yarn allows you to be your 
own fabric designer!   
 
To work one row stripes: 
Select three yarns: A, B & C. 
Cast on with A. Drop A, attach B and work 
across. Drop B, attach C and work across. A is 
waiting for you.  
This can be done in any pattern stitch! 
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